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Introduction
As the world evolves, so does business – specifically the technology you need
to enable your competitive advantage. OV is a software development and digital
transformation consultancy, focusing on innovative solutions for modern business.
The goal is to analyse, design, develop, and launch solutions that challenge and
disrupt traditional business processes, whilst adding value to clients, employees and
the greater community.

Mission
To create an environment that fosters lifetime relationships, empowering our
customers and our talent, to design and develop world-class software.

The OV Values
Teamwork and Collaboration.
Everyone works together to deliver solutions and we truly believe we are
only as strong as our weakest link, therefore true success comes when we
all achieve together, not individually.

Continuous Learning and Personal Development.
Speaking to Teamwork and Collaboration, we all progress as a unit.
Therefore sharing and progressing together is of utmost importance.

What we do

Trust and Commitment.

OV provides full-cycle software development services, designed to help you grow
your business, increase your return on investment, and one-up the competition. In
order to optimise, innovate, and achieve business goals, you require a partner that
understands your business, all the processes within it, and can translate them into
world class solutions.

We build trust through constructive and candid communication that serves
the common good as we believe trust is a foundation block of action,
quality and substance.

The Team

Not the absence of fear, but rather the triumph over it. We believe that
stepping out of your comfort zone is the fastest way to grow. The only
failure would be to not step out of your comfort zone at all.

Founded in 2017. 34 Team members across offices in South Africa & the
Netherlands.
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Courage & Bravery.
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Services

Software Analysis
& Design
At OV we believe the failure of any software project is a result of the
misalignment between customer visions and developer understanding.
The solution – focus on analysis and design.

Analysis

Design

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Business needs interpretation
Current as-is & to-be process
mapping
Market research
Technical feasibility analysis
Gap, risk, security, and data
analysis
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Logos and brand guidelines
Feature & user diagrams
User journey mapping (UX)
Wireframing (UX)
Logo animations
User interface designs &
prototypes (UI)
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Custom Software
Development
From startups to large enterprises, we love building complex, gamechanging software. With a culture of personal growth, learning and
training, our agile team of industry-leading software engineers will
ensure we deliver stable, secure, and flexible solutions, on cutting edge
technologies.

Custom Development
•

Web app development

•

Mobile app development

•

Enterprise digital products

•

Website development

•

Quality assurance testing

•

Automated testing

•

Maintenance and support

•

Product recovery

•

MVP (Minimum Viable Product) development
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Managed Service
Development
With a simple business philosophy, of hiring only the best, our team of
experts offer a holistic set of software consulting services for every stage of
the software development life cycle. Whether it’s ideation, design, security,
architecture, or development, let us find, build and manage your dedicated
agile development team.
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Skills and Talent
•

Software Engineer (Junior - Senior)

•

Website Developer

•

Solution Architect

•

DevOps Engineer

•

UX/UI Designer

•

Business Analyst

•

Tester - Quality Assurance

•

Project Manager
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Software
Consulting Services
Our team is our greatest asset. Let our team assist you with your
successful digital transformation.

Consulting Services:
•

DevOps

•

Technical audits and advisory

•

Cloud computing

•

Process optimisation and automation

•

Security

•

Internet of Things

•

AI (Artificial Intelligence) services
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Our Technologies
Mobile

Front-end
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Back-end

Database

Devops

Testing &
Monitoring

Associated
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How it’s
done

Product Development Process
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5

develop
support

3

implement

2

test

1

design

analyse

With a culture of personal growth, learning and training, our agile team of industry-leading software engineers will ensure
we deliver stable, secure, and flexible solutions, on cutting edge technologies.
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1

User Journey &
Design Review

2

Development
Sprint Process
OV employs a Scrum Agile approach to

Team Input

3

Weekly Sprint
Planning (Jira)
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Development
Commences

development. This ensures project transparency
across all stakeholders, it focuses on continual
improvement through scope flexibility and team

5

Daily
Standup

input. Embrace Automation.
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Sprint Review,
Demo & Testing
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UAT & Feature
Signoff
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Solution
Examples

Community
Management
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Features
•

Community / profile management

•

Content management, marketing & communication

•

Residence convenience

•

Community security & visitor access control

•

Community service providers

•

Smart utilities & renewables

•

On demand services

•

E-commerce & logistics

•

Connectivity & fibre
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Link Suite Access Control
Access and
Monitoring Solution
•

Access codes (manual / generated)

•

Dynamic & custom workflows

•

RSA vehicle and drivers decoding

•

2D Hardware Scanner support

•

GPS tracking

•

Gate/boom automation

•

Criminal checks (vehicle / person)

•

POPI Process

•

In-house vehicle tracking

•

ANPR camera tracking
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Link Suite Control Tower
Exception Based
Monitoring:
•

Go/no go zone tracking (GPS beacons or LPR)

•

Custom dashboards / widgets
*

Time in vs time out (complete vs geofence)

*

Number of people in vs out

*

Private vs public vehicle

•

Criminal checks & stolen vehicle checks

•

Camera access & loitering

•

Expected visitors vs actual visitors

•

Pre-approved vs impromptu guests

•

Who is being visited
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Professional
Services
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DNApal

DNA Pal
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MyAko /
E-learning
Learning & Development
Performance Management
Management & Real Time Dashboards
Engagement & Recognition
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Some of our customers who have trusted us,
used our products and talent
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Testimonials

We engaged Open Vantage to help us build a
gamification solution for use with our clients and staff
during the 2019 Tour de France. The team from Open
Vantage were able to work collaboratively with us and
deliver a working solution in a very short timeframe,
flexibly adjusting to changing requirements. The end
solution was successfully deployed and created strong
engagement with it’s users.

myAko was looking for a high quality development team to help us design and build a
market leading learning management and employee engagement solution. Following a
competitive tender and board presentations, we selected OV because of their attention
to detail, their approach to the discovery phase of the project, which we knew would
be critical and complex, their proposed methodology, understanding of our issues and
risks, then finally price. From the start of the project their senior management team
were directly engaged, challenging, discussing, innovating and helping us push the
boundaries to build and launch a world class solution.

Peter Gray

Kevin Ashley

Senior Vice President
Advanced technology Group – Sport, NTT Ltd.

Founder & Managing Director
myAko
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South Africa
+27 84 606 1990
info@openvantage.co.za

Thank you

WeWork, 155 West Street, Sandown, Sandton, 2031

United Kingdom
+44 204 513 4404
info@openvantage.co.uk
WeWork, 8 Devonshire Square, London EC2M 4PL

<ready> to disrupt the market? </ready>
Netherlands
+31 85 027 1638
info@openvantage.nl
WeWork, Weteringschans 165 C Amsterdam, AM 1017XD

